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Darkness Visible
Opera director Sarah Meyers doesn’t want you to notice everything.
by jennifer gersten

O
n an  August evening at Brook-
lyn’s Green-Wood Cemetery, 
having hiked past the lawn con-
cert of dirgeful folk music—an 

audience of couples propped against each 
other as though they had renounced their 
spines—opera director Sarah Ina Meyers 
’02, composer Gregg Kallor, and lighting de-
signer Tláloc López-Watermann awaited 
the cemetery patrol car that would deposit 
them at the Catacombs. Minutes later Mey-
ers, whose hoodie, featuring a print of wings 

on the back, gave her the appearance of an 
off-duty angel, was peering into the damp, 
150-year-old vaults with a flashlight. In two 
months’ time, this would be the location for 
Kallor’s operatic settings of Frankenstein and 
“The Tell-Tale Heart.” 

Most opera audiences sit at some re-
move from the action on stage. The world 
of the opera, such an arrangement implies, 
is distinct from the world beyond. The cata-
combs, however, make that division mar-
ginal, putting the audience just feet from 

the performers—and the in-
terred. To be inside is to for-
get the outside, which was ex-
actly what Meyers—slinking 
down the length of the central 
tunnel, obscured save for the 
lamp in her hands—was after.

This was not, as Kallor 
quipped, her “first rodeo in a 
crypt.” (Two years earlier, he 

had asked her to direct his setting of Poe’s 
horror story in a crypt in Harlem.) Meyers, 
a director at the Metropolitan Opera since 
2006, thrives in the dark. For her, the dark 
is more than just the absence of light—it is 
also the presence of what lies beyond the 
mind’s grasp. Her staging of “Tell-Tale” fea-
tures multiple pulsing lights encircling the 
space, representing a heartbeat that grows 
from nothing to brightness. “Sometimes I 
put things in, and I’m happiest if not every-
one picks up on them,” she says. “I think it 
affects them whether or not they know it.”

Meyers encountered the darkness early, 
reading “The Tell-Tale Heart” when she was 
around nine. It terrified her, “chang[ing] the 
energy around me.” While earning her 2016 
Ph.D. in theatre at Columbia, she dissected 
the term for what she had felt upon finish-

In the Metropolitan Opera’s 
scene shop, Sarah Meyers 
stands calmly next to a 
monster’s oversized snout.
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ing Poe’s tale: the uncanny—the physical sen-
sation that the mind is at a loss, occurring 
when the boundary between reality and 
fantasy is shown to be permeable.

For Meyers, opera has been a means of 
examining the uncanny into adulthood. She 
describes working on certain productions 
as akin to being possessed by them. “Some 
shows…elevate me, but I work on others that 
literally start to infect my daily life”—like Al-
ban Berg’s Wozzeck. “There is so much unnec-
essary suffering, so much hurt…I really think 

that it starts to reprogram my brain a bit.”
When Meyers was 14, her parents took 

her to the Met’s performance of Madama 
Butterfly. They suspected their daughter, a 
self-described “emotional addict,” might en-
joy herself. Afterward, she says, “I couldn’t 
speak. I felt that my soul had been lit on 
fire.” She considered a conservatory educa-
tion in performance, but chose Harvard for 
the Dunster House (now Harvard) Opera 
program that she could explore alongside 
her academic coursework.

Stage fright led her away from the spot-
light and toward a directing class with 
the American Repertory Theater’s Mar-
cus Stern, where she discovered her love 
of working backstage. During her double 
concentration in music and philosophy, she 
directed six operas. “I ended up in the field 
because I refused to make a choice,” she re-
calls. “I didn’t want to just be in theater. I 
didn’t want to stop reading about [other 
subjects]. Opera kept the door to my curi-
osity as widely open as possible.”

New Directions  has reissued 
The Doctor Stories, which col-
lects medical writings by Wil-
liam Carlos Williams—short 
fiction, poems, and an autobio-
graphical excerpt—to get at 
the heart of his dual career in 
letters and in medicine. When 
the prolific writer and child 

psychiatrist Robert Coles ’50 met Williams as an undergraduate, the encounter changed 
his life. It set him on the path to training as a physician—and long-time professor at 
Harvard. (Among the sharp wisdom his mentor gave him: “Look, you’re not out on a 
four-year picnic at that medical school, so stop talking like a disappointed lover.”) Coles 
wrote in the introduction to the 1984 edition:

For years  I have been teaching these 
doctor stories to medical students, and 
during each class we all seem newly awak-
ened—encouraged to ask the important 
whys, consider the perplexing ifs. The 
stories offer medical students and their 
teachers an opportunity to discuss the big 
things, so to speak, of the physician’s 
life—the great unmentionables that are, 
yet, everyday aspects of doctoring: the 
prejudices we feel (and feel ashamed of), 

the moments of spite or malice we try to 
overlook, the ever loaded question of 
money, a matter few of us like to discuss, 
yet one constantly stirring us to pleasure, 
to bedeviling disappointment in others, in 
ourselves. What, in fact, that is really im-
portant has Williams left out? Nothing, it 
seems…

He extends to us, really, moments of a 
doctor’s self-recognition—rendered in 
such a way that the particular becomes the 

universal, and the 
instantly recogniz-
able: the function, 
the great advantage, 
of all first-rate art. 
And not to be for-
gotten in this age of glib, overwrought 
formulations, of theories and more theo-
ries, of conceptualizations meant to ex-
plain (and explain away) anything and 
everything, he brings to us ironies, para-
doxes, inconsistences, contradictions—
the small vignette which opens up a world 
of pleasurable, startling, or forbidden 
mystery.

o p e n  b o o k

M e d i c i n e ,  M i n u s 
M y t h m a k i n g

The 2018 edition  also includes a new preface by one of today’s preeminent doctor-
writers, Atul Gawande, M.D. ’94, M.P.H. ’99, of Brigham and Women’s Hospital and 

The New Yorker. (Gawande, also a professor of surgery and of health 
policy and management, holds another role the poet couldn’t have 
imagined: CEO of a new healthcare company formed by Amazon, 
JPMorgan Chase, and Berkshire Hathaway.) He recalls encountering 
this work for the first time:

Medicine is  at its heart 
about a relationship be-
tween people. One per-
son is forced by a need, a 
physical vulnerability, to 
turn to the other. And 
that other person has—

what? Ostensibly knowledge, experience, 
skill, compassion. This is where William 

Carlos Williams gets interesting. 
Doctors are mainly portrayed in litera-

ture as saints or idiots. But Williams saw 
in his relationships as a local doctor for 
the town of Rutherford, New Jersey, in 
the early half of the twentieth century, 
something more complicated and, often, 
disturbing. That is what drew me in when 
I first came across this collection of sto-

ries and poems at my medical school 
bookstore when I was a student. The 
doctors Williams depicted in these fic-
tions could be so badly, so appallingly hu-
man—capable of tenderness and love, 
yes, but also cruelty, fury, violence, ugli-
ness—I read them as if between my fin-
gers. He stripped away medicine’s pre-
tense and mythmaking. The doctor 
Williams felt himself to be was no better 
or worse than his patients—as prone to 
prejudice and pride and idiocy, yet in a 
position of responsibility, and expected, 
one way or another, to live up to it. 

Some succeed here. Some fail. None are 
heroes. For me, still green and uncertain, 
that was an unexpected comfort.
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jackets are only $3999–normally $6498. 

Donʼt miss out on this heartwarming holiday 
special! Online only, not available in stores.

After Harvard, Meyers began a directing 
internship at Wolf Trap Opera Company, a 
launchpad for emerging artists; next came 
an assistantship with Francesca Zambello, 
artistic director of the Washington National 
Opera and Glimmerglass Festival. She re-
ceived her first call from the Met in 2004, 
but a scheduling conflict forced her to turn 
the company down. In 2005, the Met called 
again, this time about assisting Julie Tay-
mor on her non-Met opera Grendel. She began 
working regularly at the Met in 2006. Six 
days a week and sometimes more, she is on 
call for her dream job, but she also takes on 
freelance projects, including Kallor’s operas.

To direct, after a fashion, is not only to be 
possessed by, but also to possess the work 
at hand. For Meyers, that process of leav-
ing her mark resembles an “archaeological 
dig” through text, music, and character. She 

For more online-only articles on 
the arts and creativity, see:

Explore More
 

Lives Glimpsed 
through Pass-
ports
A Houghton 
exhibit documents 
“the dream of a 
globalized world.”

harvardmag.com/passports-18

Place-Making 
with Plastic 
Tubes
An artwork by 
Teresita Fernán-
dez in Tercente-
nary Theatre 

evokes community and James Baldwin.
harvardmag.com/fernandez-18

FROM THE ARCHIVES
Image and the Arc of Feeling 
Boylston 
professor Jorie 
Graham’s 
challenging 
lyrics use 
language to give 
readers the 
experience of the poem.
harvardmag.com/joriegraham-18
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Coming Apart Together
The propulsive intensity of Shane McCrae’s poetry
by lydialyle gibson 

L
ike many writers,  Shane McCrae, 
J.D. ’07, remembers clearly when he 
first took an interest in words, when 
the urge—and then the need—to 

write first grabbed him. It happened all at 
once, on October 25, 1990. He was 15 years 

old, living in Aloha, Oregon, and that after-
noon his high school screened an after-school 
special, about a young man who committed 
suicide. One warning sign, the film explained, 
was that he’d been reading poetry. “A lot of 
Sylvia Plath,” McCrae recalls. In a funeral 

scene, one character 
quoted from Plath’s 
“Lady Lazarus”: “Dy-
ing / Is an art, like ev-
erything else. / I do it 
exceptionally well.” 
Those lines went 
through McCrae like 
an electric current. 
He wrote eight po-
ems that day. By the 
next year, he’d decid-
ed to become a poet. 

He’s now an 
“alarmingly prolific” 
one, as a reviewer put 
it. In the past seven 
years, McCrae, a 
graduate of the Iowa 
Writers Workshop 
who teaches crea-
tive writing at Co-
lumbia, has produced 
six books and three 
chapbooks; 2017’s In 
the Language of My Cap-
tor, was a National 
Book Award final-

ist. His newest collection, The Gilded Auction 
Block, will be released in November by Farrar, 
Straus and Giroux. “Every time I’ve published 
a book, I’ve thought I should slow down, 
but I honestly don’t know how,” he says. “It 
doesn’t really feel so fast to me. My experi-
ence is, lots of silence punctuated by occa-
sional stretches of happiness during which 
I’m writing.”

The velocity of his output is matched by a 
propulsive intensity. His poems hurtle down 
the page, in fragments and echoes and dislo-
cations, communicating amazement or hor-
ror or hunger or vulnerability with brutal 
precision. His syntax doubles back on itself; 
words are fractured, lines interrupted; some-
times the whole enterprise races to a halt. His 
poem “Claiming Language” ends this way: 

I want a different language    / Lord not
a claiming language  / I want a language

like the language   Lord
our bodies use to free each other

“McCrae writes as though he’s trying to 
stitch the world back together,” critic Jona-
than Farmer suggested in a 2015 Slate review. 

Perhaps he is. McCrae’s poems often re-
visit his childhood. When he was three years 
old, his white grandparents kidnapped him 
from his black father—whom he would not 
see again until he was 16—and raised him to 
believe that his father had abandoned him. 
They denied that he was black, even as they 
punished him for his blackness (“I always 
knew,” McCrae says now. “There’s a kind 
of dual consciousness….I knew it, but also 
didn’t know.”). His grandfather was a violent 
and physically abusive white supremacist; 
McCrae’s poetry recounts sexual abuse by 
other boys. 

By the time he and his classmates watched 
that after-school special on suicide, McCrae 

says of working on classics like Marriage of 
Figaro that “creating something new when 
you have that much cultural memory weigh-
ing on you is hard. But there’s something 
to be said for experience, because over the 
course of those 15 versions [of Figaro], you 
learn a great deal.”

With new operas, she explains, “I have 
a strong obligation to help [composers] 
achieve their vision, because it’s the first it-
eration anyone will ever see.” Before Kallor’s 
operas could open at Green-Wood, Meyers 
needed to untangle a few knots. The cata-

combs lack electricity, making lighting dif-
ficult. Their structure is unfriendly to easy 
entry and exit—most bodies that enter are 
there for an extended stay—so she had to 
devise ways to go in and out safely. But the 
challenges are the price for an apt, adapt-
able space. In the novel, Frankenstein’s mon-
ster is assaulted by light and sound at birth; 
the gloomy catacombs will enable Meyers 
to give her audience a taste of that. “The 
environment needs to be an integral part of 
the story, an equal character,” she explains. 
“Directing this show in the right way, we’ll 

bring the fantastical around every person 
who will see it.”

By any given opening night, a reluctant 
Meyers has stopped tinkering—the show 
is what it is. She’s sitting way in the back 
of the space, or even standing, in case she 
needs to leave. “I clench my seat and make 
all sorts of funny noises as the show is 
happening, to the extent that my husband 
won’t sit next to me anymore.” Nobody is 
paying her any mind, though. A story is hap-
pening on stage, with designs on following 
them home.

Shane McCrae
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